First Amendment Awards: Call for Entries
Early entry deadline Jan. 18; last chance Jan. 31

“Probably for the next 60-90 days, we’re going to have more deaths per day than we had at 9-11 or we had at Pearl Harbor.” — CDC director Robert Redfield, 12-16-20


Toleda Blade Writers whoa managers ‘manipulated’ stories on pro-Trump mob

2020 shows the danger of a decapitated cyber regime

Indigenous journalism: Apocalypse then and now

Byrd Williams IV is the heir to four generations of photographic history. His collection of photos, negatives, journals and equipment, documenting more than 100 years of North Texas history dating back to his great-grandfather, resides in the Special Collections Library at the University of North Texas. But Byrd IV, who grew up in Fort Worth, is more than simply the latest photographer to bear the name. His passion and determination to keep the art of photography vibrant can be seen in his book “Proof” and now in a documentary by Dallas filmmaker Mark Birnbaum. Williams and Birnbaum will share that story and pieces of the collection in an SPJ virtual event/Q&A Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. Check spjfw.org for the invitation to connect with both photographer and filmmaker.

QUICK HITS

• Arlington Conservation Council — ACC annual meeting, Jan. 13. Info.
• BRIT — “It’s all happening at the speed of Zoom.” Info.
• Meetups: hosting an online event Fort Worth Chapter – Nonfiction Authors Associates; Trinity Area Writers Workshop; Williams Media; Writers Anderson; Fort Worth Area Journalists Meetup; The DFW Bloggers Classroom; Back Issues

In these times when journalists are disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is important to the people and essential to democracy itself. — Roger Summers

In the days of hot types, a chance was a late edition of the newspaper for which the presses were not stopped until the plates were ready. Those pages were said to be “chasing” a running press.
They call it “Creativity for Good” at Roxo. TCU’s full-service ad + pr agency, and it’s making an impact on places like Southside Preservation Hall, an historic Methodist church turned community arts and events center, and the James L. West Center for Preservation Hall, an historic Methodist church turned community center, providing the community with a stunning multicultural venue.

The Southside Preservation Association and Roxo have a shared desire to enhance our community,” said the association’s Jeff Gibbons. “Roxo is providing the creative strategy we need. It’s a perfect partnership for us.”

Roxo is structured like a social enterprise, with revenue generated from client work fueling more service-learning experiences for its students. Reflecting a need to uplift during the global pandemic, the agency recently launched a social media campaign, “Stars Shine In,” to remind that physical distancing should never equate to feeling disconnected.

“When this pandemic began, we had two choices: brood over the cards being dealt to us, or get out of our comfort zones and strive for achievement,” said Roxo president Madison McQuary. “Our goal is to bring joy and quality service to our clients and community, in a time when joy may be in short supply.”

“The pandemic has hit local businesses really hard, especially nonprofits,” added faculty director Sarah Angle. “We’re happy to be able to provide creative solutions to our community partners by growing their brands and lending a hand when it comes to strategic communication.”

Roxo works with clients throughout the state on brand identity solutions, social media strategy, events and environmental design. Launched in 2011 in the Bob Schieffer College of Communication. It has served more than 75 businesses and organizations, winning numerous awards for creative work and innovative strategies. Over 200 students have worked as Roxstars.

PEOPLE & PLACES Region 8 coordinator Kathryn James, with no ingesting symptoms: “Spent part of the day (Dec. 16) in Fort Worth running errands and getting a post-covid checkup. Gee, people in Fort Worth actually wear masks and obey the signs, unlike those in the boonies where I live. I felt safer there than in Glen Rose. My doctor said I’m doing great, which was a relief. I got my oxygen level tested for the first time and it was fine. He says many people are having emotional symptoms related to covid — depression, anxiety, insomnia, domestic issues. Reach out to a friend today!”...

“New year, fresh hope, and you’re pining for an in-person Region 8 Convention. Welcome, pine on, big river, pine on. It almost surely will be virtual, today!”

3 POINTS OF PANDEMIC SURVIVAL

1. Where to worry about catching covid-19, and where not to.
2. Q&A on coronaviruses from the World Health Organization
3. Updates with Dr. John Campbell

What is good journalism?

— NewsGuild National Labor Relations Board to request a union certification election. Its journalists would withdraw this request if Gannett agrees to voluntarily recognize the Austin NewsGuild as a unit of the NewsGuild-CWA. The Austin NewsGuild submitted paperwork to the National Labor Relations Board to request a union certification election for its journalists.
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